
This historic suite of nine etchings by nine artists from Warmun (Turkey Creek), WA, was 
printed at Charles Darwin University’s Northern Editions Printmaking Workshop in 2004.

The Warmun Suite was more than a year in the making and the symbolism and mythology it 
offers are age-old. 

Through their etchings, the artists relate stories about ancestral sites and Dreamings 
(Ngarrangkarni) such as Purnululu (the Bungle Bungles), (Jimbala) spearhead country, 
Rainbow Serpents and of course diamonds, or ‘precious rain stones’ which are the scales of 
the ancestral barramundi Daiwul.

The Warmun Suite is an edition of 40 boxed sets.

Warmun Suite
by artists of the Warmun Art Centre, 2004

Artists

Tommy Carroll
Marietta Bray
Marlene Juli
Mark Nodea
Katie Cox

Denise Mung
Belinda Johnson
Charlene Carrington
Marica Purdie



Marcia Purdie, Echidna Chasm, image Size 19.5 cm x 12.5 cm, paper size 50 cm x 39.5 cm.



Charlene Carrington, Boab tree In Texas Country, image size 19.5 cm x 24.5 cm, paper size 39.5 cm x 50 cm.



Belinda Johnson, Three Sisters Dreaming, image size 19.5 cm x 24.5 cm, paper size 39.5 cm x 50 cm



Denise Mung, Loomoogoo, image size 24.5 cm x 19.5 cm, paper size 50 cm x 39.5 cm



Katie Cox, Gija Man, image size 19.5 cm x 24.5 cm, paper size 39.5 cm x 50 cm



Tommy Caroll, Durack Hill, image Size 20 cm x 24.4 cm, paper size 39.5 cm x 50 cm.



Mark Nodea, Two Serpent Dreaming, image size 20 x 12.5 cm, paper size 50 cm x 39.5 cm



Marlene Juli, Old Woman, Dog and Kangaroo, image size 19.5 cm x 24.5 cm, paper size 39.5 cm x 50 cm



Marietta Bray, Goondalngun, image size 20 cm x 25 cm, paper size 39.5 cm x 50 cm



The Warmun Suite

The community of Warmun at Turkey Creek, in the 
spectacular East Kimberley region of Western Australia, 
has been a focal point for artistic activity since the early 
1970s. Warmun artists are well known for their minimal 
ochre landscapes. These images often reflect personal 
connections to country, stories from the Ngarrangkami 
(Dreamtime) or historical events that have occurred 
post white settlement. Stories were traditionally passed 
down through dance and oral retellings; the Warmun 
Community also now share stories through painting 
and image making.

Painting on board and canvas is an active part of 
Warmun cultural life. During the late 1970s and early 
1980s a blossoming of artwork, artifacts and carvings 
were produced by Gija elders as teaching tools for the 
new Community. This, in addition to series of dance 
boards painted by Rover Thomas and his uncle Paddy 
Jampanji, formed the catalyst for an interest in painting 
at Warmun. A school of painting emerged, and produced 
major artists of international repute including Queenie 
McKenzie (c.1930-1998), Jack Britten (c.1920 -2001) 
George Mung Mung (c.1920-1991) and Hector Jandany 
(c.1929 -) and of course, Rover and Jampanji. For the 
grandchildren of these and other significant Warmun 
painters, a powerful cultural and artistic legacy remains. 

It has been through the nurturing of young artists that 
a body of knowledge has formed with and through 
painting. Painting has become a real way for young 
people to want to learn and know about their country, 
the places of their ancestry and the areas they can call 
their own. It is through the medium of painting at 
Warmun that all artists have the opportunity to produce 
aesthetically beautiful works whereby the content, 
motivation and focus of the work lay in the artist’s strong 
association with country and dreaming. 

In April 2003, staff of Northern Editions from Charles 
Darwin University conducted a printmaking workshop 
at Warmun Art Centre with this young generation 
of promising talent. This also continued the legacy 
of older Warmun artists who had worked in various 
print mediums. The results of this workshop were 
so outstanding that it was decided to publish the best 
etchings as a collective. Each of the nine artists selected 
has their own style which is influenced by the traditions 
and powerful topography of the area. 

The proofing and printing of each etching was supervised 
by printers in the Darwin studio of Northern Editions 
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beautiful works whereby the content, motivation and 
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In April 2003, staff of Northern Editions from Charles 
Darwin University conducted a printmaking workshop 
at Warmun Art Centre with this young generation 
of promising talent. This also continued the legacy 
of older Warmun artists who had worked in various 
print mediums. The results of this workshop were 
so outstanding that it was decided to publish the best 
etchings as a collective. Each of the nine artists selected 
has their own style, which is influenced by the traditions 
and powerful topography of the area.

The proofing and printing of each etching was supervised 
by printers in the Darwin studio of Northern Editions 
with the approval of Warmun Art Centre. This deluxe 
suite of nine beautifully crafted etchings marks another 
milestone in Australian printmaking history following 
on from the early etchings and lithographs of Rover 
Thomas, which have achieved investment status in the 
international art world.

All prints are printed on 300gsm Hahnemuhle paper 
Sheet size 50 x 39.5 cm

Image size (varied with each image)
Forty sets of nine etchings, numbered 1-40, signed lower right

Complete with title page and authenticity sheets
Presented in a handmade Oxford Buckram Presentation Folio 

Artists (courtesy of Warmun Art Centre): 
Mark Nodea, Charlene Carrington, Katie Cox, Marietta Bray, Marcia Purdie, 

Denise Mung, Tommy Carroll, Marlene Juli, Belinda Johnson 
Collaborator: Monique Auricchio

Printers: Dian Darmansjah, Jacinta Numina, Michael Roseth


